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MPA-Gber\ aIds end of ten-year struggle
Foundation divests holdings
,

•

by.Keith Brann and Rhonda Morin
Sten writers
•
-Mime Peacv • Action
Committee held victory signs and danced on the Memorial Union steps. tieclar.
ins it a day of celebration after It) sears
of struggle.
•
'
On Sunday the group learned that the
Unisersity of Maine Foundation had
disested ticholdings in corporations and
hanks operating in south Africa.

fearing it would appearlthey were suc•
combing to outside pressures.
Thomas Harper. F. xectitive Director
of-thetiMaine Foundation, would not
comment on Allen's statement, saying
only that the Foundation's board of
directors had Noted to disest its South
Nfrican holdings.
Recent pressure Isom the attorney
general's officrfteatencthO revo_ the
Foundation's charter ti it did not agree
to abide by the fiscal policies of the

-The foundation MUM be held aceouttuitbteand brought in line with the -policies of the
niverNity-of Afaine systern.r
Doug then
MPAt: nictither
At a. press conterence bad WednesUnisersits of Maine Ssstem. One Zif thc
day, Doug Allen. professor of
policies includes divesting all funds in
philosophy and a member. of MPM
Apartheid-racial segregation and
told membets of the press that the Fowl . discrimination of South Africans.
dation had dnested Dec. 29. 1917. but ..
The Foundation wotdd not .comply
has yet to publicls announce the policy
with the Fiscal.r_p_l_tcs Audit Committee
_change_
ziiuiVThi s-Vording "comply with the
Whik descributs ,sush a f1101,C as a
guidelines"was adjusted "to be guided- **victory for those struggling against • by," said Steve Gerlach. a member of
racism." Allen 'said that the fight was !MPAC.
far from over. He went on to say that
Much to the disappros al of the Founbesides making public the news of their
dation. last week the committee voted
decn to discs!, the Foundation
Ill in laser of the original wording.
"must be held accountabk and brought
Gerlach said some members of
in line with the policies of the UnisersiMPAC suspect the Foundation intend•
is of Maine system."
ed to change the wording of the proAllen said the Foundation had backposal with the intent to control
ed themsclses into a corner with their
disestiture.
steadfast refusal to change their policy,
During the surilf0CT of 1982 UMaine
despite pressures to do10 by MPA( and
di'cued its holdings in South Africa. Bsthe Maine State I egislature. Thus, when
;98' the state of Maine was the 20th
t hes act uaUs decided to divest. t hes were
state to disinvest its pension funds in the
afraid to pubhcls announce the decision,
African state

• W srmer temper2tures cause thc i.i in

Members of the Maine Peace ActionCom nice celebrate UMaine's divestment
of holdings in south African corporations and banks.

Bush ho
.reco.up
losses in Maine caucus
PORTLAND. Maine (AP) — Vice
President George Bush, who placed
fourth in Minnesota's caucuses and
third in South Dakota's primary, said
today his showing behind his fellow
Republican presidential candidates was
disappointing, but not surprising.
**I think the result was somewhat anticipated (but) you can't go everywhere,
...." Bush told reporters during a brief
campaign stop. "We've done well out
there. We've won in Michigan and in
Ncsada. So you can't win them all."

a 'kerbs wind to break a/1mnd this stump.

Kansas Sen. Bob Dole won both
states Tuesday — with Bush far, far
behind. In Minnesota, the vice president
finished fourth behind Pat. Robertson
and Rep. Jack Kemp In South Dakota,
with Dole winning all lit of the delegates
at stake, Bush was narrowly edged for
second place by Trobertson.
Bush has a chance to recoup his losses
Sunday with a win in Maine's caucuses,
where he is heavily favored. Still, the
part-time resident, of Kennebunkport
said he would take no challengers for
granted.
"I think we have to do our best. The
same is true for all these southern
states," Bush said, referring to
delegate-rieh Super Tuesday on March
A leader of Dole's Maine campaign,
state Sen. Pamela Cahill of Woolwich,
described her candidate's outlook for
the state's caucuses as "still optimistic"
hut said she did not expect him to win.
At best. Cahill said she expected Dole
to claim "second or third" place in
Maine.
Robertson's chief Maine aide, John
Solberg, could, not be reached immediately 'hit morning. .
_The -vice-president _also reiterated.
,tatements made Tuesday in response to
allegations by Robertson's camp that
Bush's campaign had something to do
veith the timing of sexual misconduct
harm against TV evangelist Jimmy
swaggart.
•
Robertson did not accuse Bush's campaign directly:, saying only that Bush's
A as the only camp in the GOP presiden:tal race engaging in "dirty tricks."
"If you make an allegation about
,omebods, you ought 40. prove' it,
hether it's missiles in Cuba. Or this,"
Hush said. "Other than that. I'm not gong to attack bun. but I'm certainly .go.
mg to' defend My campaign against
.harties that are simply- unfair."
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Reagan

to free hostages

VOWS

WASHINGTON (AP) — President
ment ,none of those things are true,"
Asked about Republican presidential
Reagan said Wednesday night "we've
he said.
gonteneler Robertson's' claim that his
o
never let up and we never will" in ef- 'It was Reagan's first news conference
Christian Broadcasting Network had
forts to win freedom for American
in four months, and be passed up several
Once known the location of some of the
hostages in Lebanon, and said if
invitations to criticize Israeli action
hostages and the administration may
Republican presidential contender Pat
against Arab protestors on the occupied
base missed a chance for a rescue, the
Robertson knew anything of their
West Bank and Gaza Strip.
president said:
*hereabouts, it was "very stange" that
"We don't support that sort of
"I can only say this. II would Ite_very
"he kept it to himself."
thing." was as strong a statement as
strange if he did have information...lin.
At nationally tele% isvel news conthe president would make, hut he addit strange that no one in our administraference. Reagan also said he had "every'
ed quickly that there have been certain
tion was apprised of it."
confidence" in the personal integrity-or'People suspected of being terrorists,
outThe president's statement on the Conembattled Attorney General Edwin
siders coming in and stirring up the troutras seemed to be a soft appeal for supMeese III. But said he could bot comble in those areas."
ment on reports of tke investigation of
On other matters, Reagan said
Meese's role in a proposed Middle East
Secretary of State George Shultz had
oil pipeline.
given him an "encouraging" report on
In a session with reporters that blendhis just-completed trip to the Sosiet
ed international affairs with the
Union;and said he hoped Israelis and
domestic presidential campaign swirling
Arabs would "rid themselves of old
around him, the president confirmed
ideas and stances that cannot work" and
W Cribb IednvIlli
anew that Vice President George Bush
begin serious peace negotiations.
,irt vont',
expressed reservations during the Iran The subject of Associated Press corContra affair But he refused to %a
respondent Terry Anderson — nearly
precisels what Bush had told him.
three y cars in cams its — nd the other
A 22-year -old elementary education
Reagan said he didn't want to become
American hostages in Lebanon arose
senior will has an opportunity to be the
involved in the GOP nomination fight, early in the 30-minute nationally televispresident of the University of Marne for
but he showed plenty. of zest when it ed question-and-answer sessoin in the
one day as the result of a fundraising
came to bashing the Democrats vying to White House's Fast Room.
raffle sponsered by the Inited Was
succeed him. To hear them, he said,
"•%i'e'se never let up and we nes er will
isa Smith of
go through'an
-we're in an economic slump" suffer- in trying to bring freedom for all
our
entire day as president white U-Maine
ing from a vatiety of ills. "At the mo- hostages," Reagan said
President Dale Lack will attend all of
Smith's classes said Dale Frechette.

port in Congress for fresh aid to hc
rebels. He noted with regret that the
Democratic-run House had rejected his
call for additional military aid. ,
HousZ leaders base scheduled a vote
for nest week on an alternatise support
calling for humanitarian aid.
_ Reagan jockeyed a -busy, round of
-talks on foreign policy problems
ednesdas with last-minute preparations __the_ _nests_conterence—sn---four
months, the 42nd in his aeveniyears as
president hut his first since last Oct. 22

Senior to trade places
with Dale Lick for day

BLOOM COUNTY

lirestind
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Arnie X)

president of Sigma Nu. the fraternits
that held the raffle.
The date of the exchange.has not set
been decided, said Smith and the president's office.
Smith won the raffle held by Sigma
su alterFuylaw—a 11 _Octet. Smit h's
name was chosen on Feb IR from 700
entries
After she heard the news. Smith madc
her filo:ornate call Sigma Nu to make surc
shc was actually the winner. said Smith
Sigma Nu raised S-00 for the United
VI as. said Frechene ''This is the first
sear this program has been run Vie
had
a pretts substantial raising." he said
The raffle was the first United Was
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Free lectures given every
Monday 7.00-9 190.R. m '
Avalon Way learning Center
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Maine Senate rejects Per! for PUC
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AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — The
Maine Senate, amid renewed debate
over political partisanship and the public
perception of bias, on Wednesday rejected Gov. John R. McKernan Jr.,s
nominee. for chairman of the Public
Utilities Commission
Only 16 of the 11 senators present
Voted to confirm Lewis J. Peri, a New
----York-economist, six shy of the 22 votes
that were needed. The Republican administration needed a two-thirds vote in
the Democrat-controlled Senate.
McKernan. who returned to the State
House from a five-day trip to
Washington shortly after the vote, said
the outcome "isn't a big surprise."
but continued his recent campaign to
portray Perl's rejection as an unfair
power play by majority Democrats in
the I eizislature.
On Monday,the Utilities Committee
had tome out against Peri. inpsny.
line./1-5 vote. In Wednesdav's Senate
sow, only two-Democrats sided with the
unanimous GOP bloc to support the
nomination
"As governor. it's my right to choose

Cr to

TS
r21

DM
•

CE

3

the people I feel comfortable with" for
executive appointments, McKernan said
Wednesday.
McKernan dismissed Democratic
complaints that Perl's career as a utility industry consultant might taint the
PUC's reputation as "ludicrous."
"It should have been clear to any objective observer that he was in fact willing lb-like- the broad outlook,"
McKernan said.
The governor said he hoped to offer
a new candidate soon, but set no
timetable.
Obviously, we're going to try to find
someone as quickly as we possibly
can," he said.

EDUCATION JOBS FALL
191111—Local & 'National, Placement, Service Teachers/Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT: J.E.
Mack. Education Job Search, Box
223, Georgetown, MA 01833(617)
152-8473
WANTED Student to care for
children an my Bangor home during break-Sat. Sun off. Good pay.
Call Peggy after 6 p.m. 947-1641
Baby sitter needed. 3 month old.
Old Town Orono. M-F. 8-5.
Nonsmoker. references. 827-5686
tarn S480S plus weekly. Industrial
project. Incentives. Bonus offer.
Work at home. Rush stamped self
addressed envelope to United Ser-,,
%ice of America 24307 Magic Mtn.
Parkway Suite 306 Valencia, Ca
, 0135.5.

McKernan,- charging that he "has not
provided the proper standards of governance."
McKernan had announced his intention to nominate Peel on Jan. 9 after
leaving the PUC chairmanship vacant
for months.
Peri, 46, of Scarsdale, N.Y., is a
senior executive with National
Economic Research Associates Inc".. of
White Plains, N.Y., and has participated in numerous utility regulatory
cases around the nation, including
several in Maine_

UMaine must keep up with
women's health care needs

Senate rejection of a gubernatorial
nomination is rare, and the Perl outcome recalled one such case — involving then-Conservation Commissioner
IN Palo Ilidnule
Richard Barringer — nearly a decade
Statt Wrtter
ago. In that case, Gov. Joseph E. Brennan subsequently reptiated the nominaWomen's- health tire has Changed
tion and won confirmation.
drastically in the past 20 years and the
'he Senate vote followed an extendservices provided to women at the
ed debate, in which Republicans
University of Maine need to expand acrepeated McKernan's complaint that a__
--TcordIngly. said a graduate student intern
fully qualified candidate was being unat Cutler Health Center
I.aura Mentch is a graduate student
on an ad hoc committee studying
women's health care at the university.
She said women's health care has gone
beyond just regular gynecological'
exams
Women floss must deal with sexually
transmitted diseases, birth control
methods, eating disorders, and complex
relationships.
"We hope to organize a clinic so all

Classifieds
Fain Shundreds weeklyS in your
spare time .United Services of
America
is , looking
for
homr*orkers to perform mail seeprograms
vices. Incentive
available. For information send
large !elf-AddrPt•Pd -stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Pkwy.. Siote 306, Valencia.
('A 91355.
Earn $480$ plus week's Industrial
project. Incentives. Bonus offer.
• work gilhOme Rush stamped self
addressed envelope to United Service of America 24307 Magic Mtn
Parkway Suite 306 Valencia. Ca
91355

fairly turned down or political or
philosophic reasons.
"What is the alternative?" asked Sen
Robert 6. Dillenback, R-Cumberland.
"Somebody who isn't necessarily as
qualified, who has worked only for consumers?"
Noting the unified Republican support for McKernan's nominee, the
Utilities Committee's Senate chairman,
John M. Kerry, D-Saco, asked: "Did
anyone criticize the members of the
other party (for) partisanship?"
Kerry put the blame for 'the
divisiveness" of the nomination on

of those needs can be taken care of in
one place," said Mentch.
'Presently, the women's gynecological
clinic is located in the basement of
Cutler. The gyn clinic employs a nurse
practioner and a student clerk.
The committee *ants to bring the gyn
clinic up from the basement to the Gannett side of Cutler, said Mentch. They
would also like to increase the staff to
include a medical assistant, a"
secretary receptionist, a part-time n ut t ionise, and several student workers
Mentch said the Preventive Medicine
Program and the Counseling Center
located on the Gannett side of t-he health
center would work together with the
(see WOMEN page

WitmitgfeirgfelfeKONfargerefrAIREETWOWENSIOn

CAPE
COD
CAMP
COUNSELORS The Cape Cod
Association of Children's Camps
is represented Ips 20 resident and
day camps, all offering rewarding
summer employment oppor

1
P*1\

Attntfie4--to-inak—ind-fcrnair pp

plisanis,feu-individual camp Information adn brochure call(617)
428-2577 or write: CCACC.Camp
Burgess, Stowe Rd., Sandwich,
MA, 02563
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LOST!!!
Dark blue leather gloves (very
worn) Conroy label on side reward if found, please contact or
return to 420 York Hall. Thank
You.

A Mexican k.) Restaurant
Watering Hole

,

P'Nuts Coop is open Thursday,
4- -PM in the Chadbourne Hall
Basement. Besides many staples,
we have a growing selection of
fruits and vegetables such as
organic oranges, grapefruit, carrots and onions. Check us out.

4

Orono apartments - showing andleasing apts for neat fail for appointment call '2/7-2402 Or
827-7231.
Help, wanted delivery drivers-,
w /or w/out own vehicles. Contact
Pizza Dome at 827-6867 between
2 and 4:00 p.m.
Classifieds are 50' per lint. I !Pcs
are published on I ues. & rhos.
and are due Mon. & V1 ed. before
noon.

5)

DOWNSTAIRS
Fri
Corona-$1.50
Greyhounds-$1.75

Saturday
Heineken-$1.50
Cape Codder-41.75.
r-rAVPSIT-31f

^
,
L-151FairrS- crstrroirFAirdt rsoro rr3 rr1.11r-'Acrf-Trlir-
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Rape is no stranger to UMaine campus
by Rhonda Morin

that because of the few reported cases,
many women do not realize the threat
of sexual assault exists.
Rape. Some people think it is
"Rape is not a women's issue, it is an
something that happens to someone else
issue
for men and women." and both
at another university, in another state.
sexes need education on what rape is and
But there are women who have been_
to avoid it, said Maxine Harrow,
raped by men on the Univerisity of how
associate dean of Student Services.
Maine campus and do not realize they
"Rape is a psycholocial safety issueo
have been violated, said Nancy Price,
not
just a safety issue," and educahealth educator at Cutler Health Center
and cochairperson on the Rape tional programs are essential in combating the prevention of rape, said
Awareness Committee, an organization
Suzanne Estler, director of Equal Opthat deals with raped related issues.
Acniaintance rape, also known as date port unity at UMaine.
Following rape, the victim often feels
rape, is forced unwanted intercourse
she encouraged her perpetrator, said
with a familiar party
Estler. She is shameful for what has
Nationally. 60 percent of all reported
happened and generally does not want
cases areaquaintance rape.
At UMaine."most of our rape cases to talk. Reporting the incident to the
authorities is often a last resort, she
are aquaintance rape,"said William
Laughlin, the investigator or the added.
UMaine department of public safety.
"%e need to provide other alterOn the average, three to four cases of
natives so the person can get the support
date rape are reported per year, he said.
she needs." Estler said.
Nationally. 80 percent of rapes go
The Counseling Center. located at
unreported 7 In the past fire years there
Fernald Hall, is one option students
has been one reported case of possible
There they can visit and talk with a
stranger rape on campus, Laughlin said.
professional counselor, an intern or
"If a person doesn't complain whatpracticum student.
does the assaultant do? He continues
If emergency help is needed. the
on," Laughlin said
Cutler Health Center is available 24
In a recent interview. UMamc Presihours a day.
dent Dale Lick said, "I think we have
a lower rate of rape than most univer"The help is limited to students, but
we certainty would not turn away a vicsities partly because we are not a major
tim in times of a crisis," said Maxenc
metropolitan area and the people that
S. Doty. staff psychologist at Health
make up our campus are less inclined to
Center.
commit rape,crime and physical
daintier, but it is still a major concern.
Faculty and staff can receive free
" -Theft tit deep rooted collo
- irais
counseling-by contactiii Polly!Wriest
sem oldie (iniversit) administrators
the Employee Assistance Program. slot writer

WEI

presents an All-Star enerung of

Comedy!
3 Great Stars

Dennis Miller
Saturday Night Live's
Weekend Update Anchor!

Resources available for rape victims
,Mainc Public Safety. William
Laughlin. investigator.
•William • Kennedy,assistant
director
for Judicial Affairs.
•Thc Counseling Center-. Fernald
Hall. 4.1 m.-$ p.m.. Maxine Doty.
staff psychologist.
'The Cutler Health Center.
available for .emergency service 24
hours per day.
'Ripe Awareness Committee,
Nancy Price.hcalth educator at the
Cutler Health Center
The Personal Growth and Development Center in Shibles Hall also provides assistance to those in need, said
Sandy Page, secretary of the
Psychological Services CrIllti •
%liken studaus.nced a familiar-face-toIlk to, a resident assistant can ovide
rape victims with support and direct
them to counseling facilities, bailer said
"The most important thing is tbat
students know they can talk to
somebody about it and 'receive some
support," HILITOsti said.
As part of their training. RAs participate in a rape education program.
During Rape Awareness Week, slated
for March 26, RAs will take part in a
workshop concentrating on how deal
with rape related issues.
The Emergency Services- 01mmittee
has submitted a proposal for a .24-hour
-hotline for victims. Harrow said

&Gynecology Clinic Cutler Health
Centee.9a3m.-5p.m.

'Sue Estici; Director of Equal
Opport unity
'Resident Assistants.
•I'Maine Employee Assistance
Program. Polly Karris. director
'Personal Growth and Development Center, Shibies Hall. Sandy
Page. secretary.
'Psychological Services Center,
little Hall. Sands Page
"It looks like we are all in agreement,
therefore it is defames going to be Li,m
sidered," she said
There is a Rape Awareness Commit
te_e_Wen to thase„.iniestsuxiin-iliai
ing rape on campus and possible presen
non, said Tamara Burk., a member ot
the committee and an instructor in thc
speech communications derailment
A gynecolog) clinic is located in the
basement of the Health Center. At a re
cent meeting for the Task Force of the
Status of Women, the clinic was
disputed as not being properly heated.
Also, because of its location, the clinic
is isolated from the other medical units.
However, a proposal has been submitted to Student SeVVICCS 10 MOSAIC the
clinic to the main floor, Pike said

OFF-CAMPUS STUDENTS
Off Campus Board
President and
Vice-President Elections
Thursday,

Margaret Smith
You've seen her on HBO
Specials & Late Night with
David Letterman

March 31

Tom Gilmore
Rising Comedy Star from
Boston!

Thursday, March 3rd,8:00 p.m.
Maine Center for the Arts
Dennis Miller's show "...is a viciously funny barrage of nasty
observations" according to the New York Times.

Tickets are on sale now: All seats, reserved

$4 for UM Students with ID (All Seatsa
$8 General Public
Boa Oflice window open 10-3 weekdays & 14/2 hours before curtain time.
-Visa/ MastoWcarcf/checks/cash.
The special UM Student ticket"pnce 14 tibcidired by your Siudent Life Fee
through The Union Board.
- ----------

4

Petitions may be picked up at the
Off-Campus Board Office 3rd floor
Memorial Union -orcall 581-1840

All petitions must be turned in
by March 25
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-Economist-auithor to speak •Rape
at Hutchins Concert Hall
Noted New York ecort :.‘ist Robert
Heilbroner, author of The Worldly
PhdosopherS. will lecture Feb. .v at
.
the Lituversity _of Maine.
The free public lecture titled "Haiti
Times" will begin at 11 a.m. in the Hutchins Concert Hall of the Maine Center
the Arts, It is sponsored by the
• LIMaine President's(Hfice. the Departments of Economics, Political Science
and History, and the Colleges of
Business Administration and Arts and
Sciences.
Heilbroner, who has a bachelor's
degree from Elanard1'niversity, received his.Ph.D. from the New School for
Social Research andwas later namedli
Norman Thomas '' 'lessor of
Economics there. in
:1 prizewinning author, Heilbrv....r - written
on such topics as capitali‘m. wealth and
economic thought. He has 15 books to
elit— —
tnefucting 'The Worldly
and
Philosophers." written .in
now in its with edition

(costinued firma "apt 4)

For the past four yiars, fraternities
and sororities have participated in a Student Educational Experience Substance
Awareness Workshop that focuses on
sexuality and date rape, said William
Lucy.associate dean for Student Ac
:
lisities and Organizations.
Of the six Workshops available to all

•
•4w-4w •
•
•
•
•

•
•

students, one deals with sexual assault.
The subjects range from time
management, to liability, to alcohol
awareness. Greek pledges can choose for
out of the six subjects, but alcohol
awareness is required to satisfy the mandatory requisite set by the fraternity and
sorority governing board, Lucy said.

•
•
•
•
• Ar.
•
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Wilde-Stein Presents:
CAUCUS-PARTY
Learn how to caucus.for the candidate
• of your choice at this training

Now York economist Robert
Heillbroner will Wien. oa "Hard
Times" at 1:Ma1ae.

seminar

•
•

•

Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
the Daily Maine Campus.
FREE MOVIE!

•

4

Trainers from MLGPA
(Maine Lesbian Gay Political Alliance)

Thursday,Feb.2_5th at 6:00 pm
In the Cole Lounge
Memorial Union
(no particular candidate being endorsed)

• INTEP
DORM
50ARD

130 Little Hall
Feb 24th & 25th
Shows at 7 & 9pm

4

•4144$04:1 54441tog

OCB
TALENT SHOW
in the Damn Yankee
$$ Cash Prizes $$

March 3rd
•

sign up now
at the
Student Government or OCB Office
3id floor Memorial Union or call 581-1775

here else can you risk your
reputation in front of
strangers?

The Is1y Maine ('ampus, Thursday. February 25, I9as

2 billion more

AIDS group wants
WASHINGTON (AP) — The chair
man of President Reagan's AIDS corn mission called. today for spending an additional S2 billion to fight the disease
among drug abusers.
Retired Navy Adm. James E.
Watkins proposed that half of the
money should be in federal funds with
the rest coming from state and local
sources.
The additional SI billion in federal
spending called for in the chairman's
recommendations to the full 13-member
commission Would nearly double the
total 51.3 billion Reagan requested for
all AIDS education and research in the
budget he submitted last week _ _
But Watkins told reporters. only 15
percent of the nation s estimated 1.3
million intravenous drug abusers are in
treatment plans, with long waiting lists
in many cities for people seeking help in
kicking drugs.

*
*
4(
4(
*
4(

*

"Anyone-ErYinifor Tiflis should get
help on demand," Watkins said.
Moreover, he said, the sharply higher
spending on drug treatment must be
"sustained emphasis. You cannot nrst throw in some money one year and drop
it out next year."
Although male homosexuals still
make up the largest percentage of people with AIDS, health officials have
determined that the disease is spreading•
most rapidly. now among intrasenous
drug abusers and their sexual partners
Watkins' recommendations go to the
full commission for action Monday; the
panel expects to present an interim
report to the president the following
week.
The former chief of naval operations
acknowledged that his recommendation
for sharply higher spending on drug
treatment programs might spark controversy by .operiing the way for

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT-.. •
February

24

Anal Haze

-against cancer
can be cooked up
ulyour lutchen.
There .sevidynix that
diet and-cancer arc-ndared,
1-,11.1/)9. Mew mictlfic-auw in m
sour doily dirt I,)roam c
hances at orrung Caftan
I. Eat moire his fiber foods
sucttas Imes And_v911q4bles
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Every Monday night - Doug Crate Folk/Jazz

JC
L_

NO COVER CHARGE IF YOU HAVE DINNER
IN THE RESTAURANT

..
*

26, 27

4
(CASA BONiTA serves: rnexican. Tex-Mex. and Cajun-style food

6‘
;
‘,414
c44
640

The interim report will not include
.::::: cantrova.
aMerrcbrnmendatior.: cr.
sial areas of AIDS testing, discrrtninanon against people testing positive for
the sirus and other social And legal
aspects

A Cielellfit

44
Jir

Rep' Rand

Drug Administration to double the
number of scientists resiewing AIDSrelated product% and a prOgram of direct
grants to community-based drug testing
programs.
He also made a number of recom.
mendations in the health.care area, including more training for doctors

criticism of the administration for not
doing more in that area.
Rut he expressed confidence the full
commission would adopt that and most
of his other reconunendationsfocanthterim report and Said, "It is not in our
charter to worry about the political im.
pact.
Watkins' proposal on drug treatment
calls specifically for adding 32,000 drug
abuse treatnient specialists and said
3,300 new treatment facilities may base
,to be added
In other areas, Watkins called tot
more financial support for the Food and

-

_
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LEEN'S LODGE
Traditional Maine Sporting Camp located on the shore of
West Grand Lake in Washington County has available the
following from May 9th to August 21st
BREAKFAST COOK/DINNER PREP COOK
This is a split day. Pay commeniurate with experience Plus room
Please Contact Kathy at 947-7281 to discuss the details

************************

MOTHER'S HELPER
Total daily care of 5- year-oldboy, live-in position Salary plus room
& board. Looking for someone.to enloy swimming, canoeilfg, fishing
and nature walks with a boy who does them all ContectKathy at
947-7281. or at Summer Part Time Career Planning and Placement
at the Lower Level of Wingate Hall

$1000.00!
Answer YES to five questions;
qualify fpr a $1,000 scholarship!
1. WERE YOU6A JUNIOR OR SENIOR IN
COLLEGE AS OF DEC.31, 1987?
2. ARE -YOU MAJORING IN BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, MARKETING, RETAILING,
OF A RELATED FIELD?
3. ARE YOU A MAINE RESIDENT?

•

ATTENTION!.
Graduate Students and Faculty

4 DO YOU HAVE AN ACCUMULATED GRADELi
POINT AVERAGE OF 2.5 OR BETTER?
5. ARE YOU A FULL TIME STUDENT?

You are cordially invited to
a reception honoring

BANGOR MALL IS AWARDING TWO $1000
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE JOSEPH
UNOBSK_EY MEMORIAL/BANGOR MALL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

President and Mrs. Dale Lick
Date: Thursday, February 25
Time: 7 - 9 p.m.
Place: North Lounge,
Estibrooke Hall

The following items are required:
•Completed application form, available at the Bangor
Mall information booth
•Official transcript of grades
•Two letters of reccrpmendation from school officials,
professors, employers, or others not related.
•Statement of expectations, plans. and ()orals for the
future

ENTRY DEADLINE IS MARCH 16, 1988
Full information is available at the Bangor Mall
Information Booth.

.
"•
• ..../-•-.00

Please make an effort to attend!

1

11Sponsored by the Association of Graduate Students

2.1. 1988
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Jewish settler accused of killing girl
JERUSALEM(AP)— Police detained a Jewish settler accused of fatally
shooting a 13-year-old Arab girl Tuesday its- the-occupied West Bank, and.
troops shot and killed a second Palestinian, the army said.
_
An Arab teen-ager in the oocupied
Gaza Strip accused Israeli soldiers of
burying him and a companion alive on
a beach near the town of Khan Yunis
IAA week. The army said it was
investigating.
It was the second alleg;d case of liye
burial by soldiers. four Arabs frorirthe
West Bank village of Kfar Salem said
soldiers used a bulldozer to bury- them
in mud and sand earlier this month. The
'army arrested two soldiers .and said
more would be detained.
The latest deaths brought to 63 the
number of Palestinians killed by Israeli
gunfire since siotence began in the ocisecording
--Mipied territories
to United Nations figures.

cd details of the plan. saying Shultz intended to give separate letters to Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir • and Jordan's
King Hussein apparently to allay misgivings about the initiative.

Fifteen percent said they were
,bothered, but could continue to follow
orders, Doser told a news conference.
Police detained an Israeli settler in the
shooting death of Rawda Najceb in Fla— The -letter tO Shamir promiseithat
----qa Sharqry-att, about-60 miles north of-Israel would not have to withdraw to its
Jerusalem, an army spokesman said.
Israel radio said several other civilians
pre-I967 borders, guarantees there
were questioned.
woula be no Palestinian., state, and
pledged that Jerusalem would not be
The spokesman said an Israeli car had
.divided, the newspaper said. In the 1967
been inside the West Bank village about
Middle East war, Irael seized the West
the time of the shooting. He would not
Bank and Gaza Strip and annexed east
elaborate.
The Palestine Press Service said the
Jerusalcni..
shooting was carried mit by a car carryThe letter to Hussein would guarantee
ing Israeli civilians who entered the
land would be e!ichanged for peace and
sillage of 1,500 Arabs soon after mida confederation 4,ould be formed betnight. It said villagers had blocked roads
ween Jordan and the West Bank and
with twisted metal and burning tires
Gaza, the newspaper said.
following a demonstration.
-- Miss Najceb was shot while standing
Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Dan Shornron
ih the doorway of her home, the radio
issued an open letter to Israeli Soldiers' and
the Arab-owned news agency said.
%warning them not to- use unnecessary'
force to quell Arab prOtats.

The army's chief psychologist.
Shlomo Dover. said 75 percent of the
- U.S. Secretary of State George P.
800 soldiers he questioned were not
Shultz leases Washington on Wednestrou-bled by their duties-tri the occupied
ay-AR a fWeda round-or -shutfk— —
diplomacy to launch a new peace
territories. while another Ir.) percent said
initialise.
they were and found it difficult to carry
The independent Haaretz daily leakout orders

shore of
lable the

GET

In a sworn affidavit, Abdcl Ali
Massoud. IS. said about 14 soldiers
buried him and another youth in sand
at a beach just west of the Gaza Strip
town of Khan Yunis.
Massoud told The Associated Press
soldiers broke into his home about '4
a.m. on Feb. 14, beat him with riot clubs
and pointed a gun into the mouth of his
youngest brother before`taking Massoud
to the beach about a mile away.

LTG.ELEOELY ELEBUL
750 Si Ilwater Ave

Movies
Tues. $1,50 Wed. $1.00

PUBLISHED

Club Card
25 Movies for $25.00

is NNW.
falls.

Some 10,000 Jewish settlers live in the
area, according to army figures.
In the nearby village of Yamoun,
Israeli soldiers shot and killed a second
Palestinian during a clash with Arabs
who threw rocks and firebombs, the army said. It said two soldiers were injured, hut did not elaborate.
The Press Service identified the dead
boy as I3-year-old Mahmoud Niman
Hasheyeh.

Write for The Daily Maine Campus.'
Contact Monica Wilcox at 581-1268.

Midnight Dancing
Revenge of the Nerds II
The Big Easy
Survivor
Steel Justice
Spaceballs
No Way Out

VIDEOS-MEGABUCKS-BEVERAGES
OPEN 6:00 cm to 11:30pm DAILY
FRI. 8 SAT 'TIL. 12.30 cm

SUNDAY 'TIL 11:00

#•••-•-••••-••-•-•••4.11.•
•
0-04-0
•
•
•-•-•*A.•••-••

plus room
tg, fishing
Kathy at
1scoment
)

rPLIO

, Marathon
to benefit.'
The Maine Division of the
American Cancer Society
•

•

•

Largest single day fundraiser in state of
Maine
Over $50,000 raised in past years
Runs Noon, Feb. 27 to Noon, Feb. 28
Pre-Marathon Pasta Pigout Feb. 26 at
the Damn Yankee
2 - 10 members per team
$30.00 per team,
includes T-shirts
at the UM
Fieldhouse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A WEEKEND OF
ROYALTY

THE PRINCESS BRIDE
DATE__ FRIDAY FEBRUARY 26 •
TIME: .6 30 p m and 900 p.m
LOCATION HAUCK
T 1 1 F.

AUDITORIUM

11111INICE
B RIDE--

•

THE PRINCE OF DARKNESS
DATE SATURDAY FEBRUARY 27
TIME 6 30 p m and 900 p m
LOCATION HAUCK AUDITORIUM

PRI NCE QF
DARKNESS

eto''',04
00

R 4z•

Wednesday, February 24
Call 866 4485

•

. •.1,N. blame

TICKET PRICES FOR BOTH SHOWS:

UMAINE STUDENTS WITH I.D. : $.50
UMAINE FACULTY AND STAFF : $3.00
••••••••••••••-•

zds

•-•-••••••

s.....••••••••••••-•-•
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Editorial
Baby-selling nee4s scrutiny

T

he Supreme Court sent a strong message to the •
be of our oii flesh and blood. What has happened to United States a few weeks ago: surrogate
wanting a, hild to give of oneself and to make a difmotherhood is nothing more than baby-selling
ference in' the life of another? What has happened to
and the practice must stop.
living ode's life for someone other than oneself'
Mary Beth Whitehead Gould had signed a contract
SurrOgate mothers are equally guilty of selfishness
giving the child she was artificially inseminated with to
Using/one's reproductise capabilities to mike a profit is
the father of the sperm and his wife. But she later
highly unethical. Procreation is one area of life that
changed her mind and fought to keep the child that was
ought to be free of capitalism
half hers.
doption should remain the primary solution for inAfter more than two years of lawsuits and extensive
fertile couples. Although it is much more difficult to
media coverage, the high court decided against
/obtain a white baby with the increase 41 abortions and
/.
Whitehead Gould, but the court stressed that they did
/ use of birth contrOl there are still-thousands of
not condone the practice.'
familyless children.
This messa,ge is one that our countrs must not take
Would-be parents should re-es•aluate their reasons tor
lightly. Surrogate motherhood must be more closely e
wanting children and then decide if those reasons are
arnined-hOieth infertile couples-Wishing to have a c
the right ones.
-- and women wishing to sell their eeproductise
It is obsious that infertile couples are being denied
capabilities.
the chance to base their own children:and the chance to
Technological advances have made conceiving child
experience many wonderful aspects Of life, but they
possible for WealTsh , intenik•couples, but should not look-at this as a prolviern- to-be solved:aims-theological advances must be scrutinized on p ethical
technology based pregnancy flies should look at .it as basis.'
.
an opportunity to donate to society in a larger way.
. -With all of the children in OW country si.
Adoption of a child without a borne can he as--equalty
rewarding as has ing a child of one's own if the reasons
homes, how can one just if) going beyond
scope of
for wanting a child are the right ones.
nature just to produce a child with the
of at least
one parent?
The answer seems to.he that having child is considered more than just raising the chil and donating to
his or her life. Having a child seems Au Kase developed
into a was for people to actie% c =poi-talus.
Because we hase become a soci s of egomaniacs, it
has become extremely important pfat the child we raise

e et_
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Why do people
do things?

To

Gar
of

John Holyoke

(ON

198

Did you ever wonder why people
do things? I know. someone probably told you if you tried to figure
out why people did things, you'd go
completely nuts
You see, we're not talking about
anything simple here, like why gravity makes apples fall on your head,or
nrhy the tides change
We're talking about people, and
though some explanations for the actions of humans are easy to see, some
are mind'tioggling—siiirrinexplicable
For instarsix. why do the power
brokers of The Dad* Maim Campus
L-rnc- w,itè-iwham Awry other
Thursday?
That's an example of an easy
question
I think it's because of R. Kevin
Dietrich. Dietrich is the other Thursday columnist, and after he takes his
biweekly romp through column-land,
it- takes the editors at least 10 days to
weed through the mail and threatened libel suits.
V. hen I-write column+, it gives the
editors a link break
Other things people do aren't explained so caul., but with some
thought, we can rations:kir anything.
For instance, Ash) was Jimmy
Swaggan so intent on getting Jim
Bakker thrown out of the evangelical
business, when Swaggart himself was
reportedly seeing a prostitute to help
with his pornographs fisation?
I think the whole thing was planned out You see. Mb aggan probably
put this prom H ute -under-contract, so
that when she decideiflo go to Penthouse with the %tors, he'd get an
agent's percentage of her take He
knitsb a good scandal could make him
rich.
If Bakker had used this kind of
forethought. he wouldn't be so eager
to get hack into the ministry. He probabls only wants to get back into the
Pit so be can do things right this
1111171-.
Why dims Dale Lick want to
feofialttlee thelsolleges, make an Sec- trical engineering program at l'SM,
and do all those other nails things'
That's a tough one. I think the
general principle ins olied here is the
old -"If it ain't broke, I probably
can't Its it"- syndrome.
You know how that works, right',
If things ate running smoothly, an
administrator looks like he's being
lazy, and takes flack for it Bs making such changes, tick is guaranteeing that any future UMaine president
can be an instant hero by returning
things to the way they used to be.
I think all unisersity• presidents are
part of a secret societs, in which they
make pledges to change things as
much as possible, so that a successor
can make things right and be a hero.
Just like in pro wrestling, there are
bad guys (the changers) and good
guys (the fixers)
The Society Just makes sure it gets
a "fixer" hired after each •
"changer."
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Aid given to writer
Why do you restrain yourself
from strangling the person
I'm writing in response to behind the counter who won't
Gary Fetter°ll's letter. "Out- take an out-of-state ID when
of-stater displays attitude you can obtain a Maine liquor
toward UMaine" (Feb. 19. ID right down the street?
Also.Gary, you are allowed
1.988
I am saddened by the fact to transfer to a different colthat, due to your obvious lege. if you haven't caught on
limited mental capacity, rt.
I feel sorry that some
you did not get accepted to any
sehool within foe hours of your stranger on the outside has to
home. My condolences are sent fill you in on some of these
out to you. Maybe you should alternatives. But with your obhave attended a prep school or sious lack of knowledge, sojunior college in order to bone meone has to do it. Please con. up on your
or academic sider some sato% counseling.
because that aiild be the
ability.
- _Why -do-you bitVier to open answer to. your confusion.
Please write back soon and
up the Hamm,Daily News(the
biggest paper for this area of . let us know how you are copthe state) and try to find the ing with your problems. We
✓eties' scores *hest you can Maineracs care
bus the Boston Globe at your
Mike Etenar
local student union?
Aroostook Hall
To the editor:

Safety

violations hamper fun

To the editor:
Id the February 12. 1988
issue of The Daily Maine Campus, I read the article
"Engineers can have fun"
where the civil engineering
students thade a concrete sled
named "Snow. Shark."
This brings me to what I've
noticed missing at the university when the ground is covered
with snow. What happened to
the great BEDSLED RACE
that Delta Tau' Delta ran annually? These brothers put on
one of the most exciting and.
-ftwevent% the university could
look forward to each winter
!can remember back in 1986
When Alpha Gamma Rho had
constructed a five -Or six story
bunk bed situ. the crowd loved it. It crashed...into the
crowd.

That was why I built "Fast
Next year the race was
restricted to only two-story Asleep," the fully enclosed
beds. This was unfortunate, but fiberglass bedslecl that withheld
the full attack of huge snow
I understand.
the
from
I've been an entry in this glee boulders
for three years. I heard that it crowd.. twice. I'm not saying
was cancelled due to insurance everyone has to build a tank for
reasons. Fun is costly isn't it? a sled, but if you'sec a problem
I can remember one autumn then -solve it. I would have a
when there was the annual Mud snow fence put along the track.
football game. Due to an un- It would be 10 to IS feet from
fortunate accident, that no one the racing lane, on both sides,
wanted to see, there is no longer that the spectators would have
an annual mud football game. to stand behind. It's just one
At last year's Bedded Race solution I guess. •
It's too bad this had to hapsome people Were throwing
some pretty big snow (or ice) pen, another event down the,
and someone was hurt by it. No tubes. I just hope in the near
onelikis to see peopk—gffildrt--—future no-one sprains-an ankle
but the riders in the race knew in the Fiji Marathon or falls off
what might have lain ahead and the trampoline in front of
signed a document resigning Sigma Chi...when there is an
—1BitlfaTECe man around.anyone from blame. ,
I'm a mechanical engineering
Ed Morrison
student and knew what the race
Orono
entailed.

wants
Student
,
'bookbag back

UMaine needs women's hockey
ty of Lowell, UVM and M.I.T.
All of these teams are in the
ECAC league of hockey. There
Now that men's itirvity
is also a western women's
hockey at the University of
hockey league which has teams
Maine is number one in the
from the University of Mincountry.eartop of Hockey East
nesota.
University
of
mats BU.. B.C.. N.H.. NorMinnesota-Duluth. Um% ersity
theastern. Providence, and
of Wisconsin and Colorado
Lowell. and have beaten learns
College.
like Dalhousie. Yale, MinI see. no reason why the
nesota, Wisconsin, Colorado
'niversity of Maine can't have
State, and Minnesota-Duluth. I
a women's team too. Now that
am wondering why there is no
the men's team has a new
women's ice hockey team at
locker room, there is room for
\lame.
women's team. All . that is
There are women's varsity
needed is soma proper practice
teams at 'over 20 universities
times and some interested
and colleges in New England
women. I know there are girls
and N Y. and club teams at ten
playing on high school varsity
or more. Most of the schools
boys teams in Maine and
arc well known including Colyounger girls playing on lower
bs , Dartmouth, Han aid, NorInds. who would love to contheastern. Prosidence, New
Hampshire. Yak,11-.C-.4--11.-U-4 - tinue playing in collegeOne
Bow dot n• Colgate, R.P.I., girl from Orono played on the
boys team until she graduated
Merrimack, UConn. Universi-

To the editor

To the editor:

and is now playing on a college
*omen's team in another state
She should has c had the chance
to stay in Orono and play at the
University of manse.
If there are any women at
this school who would love to
play ice hockey ,again or for the
first time, we must get together
now and plan for next year.
Also, any help from staff,
faculty, administrators, President Lick, Mrs. Lick. W.I.C.,
the athletic department, Shawn
Walsh. and/or the student life
fee committee would,be greatly appreciated.
I et's hear your comments on
the future of women's ice
hockey at Maine. Write to the
The Daily Marne rampus or
call me at 866-45" 9. Let's get
the puck going
ROBERT !Of-ARLAN

.1 am writing this letter to the
general student body, asking
--the person who took my light
;blue bookbag from the Wells
Common cafeteria to please
return it to me.
The books that I need for my
classes are also in the bookbag.
It will cost me a lot of money,
that I don't Place, to replace the
books. '
Please, it is not fair to take
my books that I desperately
need. I am willing to pay a
reward for the return of my
book bag and books.
There will be no questions
asked, just please return my
books. The person who took
the bookbag may return it to
Harritzb---receptirmist- and
wow. receive an award. Please!!

Joan M. King

Travis Zimba
Hart Hall

-Maine has tnuA to offer Luge team proves its skill
To the editor:

of fun? Not many people Jo. A
is in response to. the good time comes from inside
rather than what's on the rule
0W-of-stater who submitted the
letter to the ednor on I cb t 9 book. Now let's get
Fetter oil.
about attitudes
As does any state, Maine has
I am an in-state student and
constantly have to put up with its good and bad points, but it
out-of-state students putting has a lot to offer in many w.lys.
this state down. One should feel Where else can you find such
1adry this country has that natural beauty and recreational
much forest to drive through. activities. One just heeds to
What state would we be in know where to look Not
without them? Al for the 65 everyone enjoys the chaos or
speed limit, I would rather dnve more populated areas and polubehind someone from Maine tion. Let's not be narrow mindrather than one of those "Mass ed; learn to enjoy areas different from what you're used
drivers.,"
to.:.
They seem to feel ihry
the road and enjoy their piece
out of the middle. Do you realGwen NlorSe
ly adhere to Rest tie's standards
Orono

This

To the editor:

weights until failure.
proved to be difficult, if not
UMaine swept all categories
Possible. We rliced the U Maine
Last weekend the 'UMaine
in this event, taking first and
sled "Snow Shark" weighing in
ASCE-tora.rete hige team roadthird places in performanCe.
at over one thousand pounds
tripped to Henniker, New
trying for first place in
with foot, racers aboard.
Hampshire to compete in the
aesthetics, and winning in the
Although we posted the fastest
annual New England Civil
ultimate strength.
overall course time of the day,
Engineering
Conference.
On Friday night the conwe finished with a respectable
Several engineering schools
ference attendees partied and
second, place in the sled
were represented, including
danced at a local club. Conticompetition.
Tufts University, UVM, URI,
nuing UMaine tradition, we did
• Last weekend we once again
and UNH.
quite well -by constructing a - proved that our civil engineerfirst competition was the
"wicked massive" empty
ing department is tops in its
model bridge design 'build conplastic cup pyramid by the end
field, and we are proud to be
test. Teams from each school of the night.
part of this great place called
were given sixty minutes to
After a Saturday morning
UMaine.
design and construct model
breakfast of Bud and Pop Tarts
bridges'mile of a pre,specified -- we competed in the concrete
Karl Oubay, Rob Frank
quantity of balsa wood dowels,
Dennis Haggerty,
toboggan races. The expert cardboard, and steel pins. The
Steve Hutchins
level course was fast and
bridges *ere then loaded with
navigation around the trees
Bruce Mills
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*Women

(continued from page 3)

women's health center if the proOosalis
accepted by the administration.
Mentch said the current staff is not
able to handle the large amount of
clients. She said students must wait two
to three weeks for an appointment and
most of these appointments are for yearly exams only..
Women needing "acute care", such
as tests for pregnancy or sexually
transmitted diseases, are usually referred to a doctiaL or physician's assistant
at Cutler not specializing in women's
care, Mentch said.
Sheila Andrews, the present nurse
practitioner, will retire this summer. She
said she has been satisfied with the gyn
clinic for the le Years she has been

employed at Cutler. She added that it
might be an iMprosement to hire more
staff tp deal with clients' needs.
The comtiiitteC. which Started out at
a brainstorming session, is made up of
representatives from various departments on the campus such as Cutler, the
Counseling Center and the Presenuse
Medes:ine Program said Mentch.
- The committee will he meeting for a
second time Feb. la. They will review
the first draft of the proposal to expand
women's health care. When a fir.al draft
has. been completed. it will he submittedto the Vice President of Student Services, said Menich
She said the committee hopes to submit it before spring break in March.

*Switch
fund-raising (sent of 1988 said Rand
'Erb. chairman of the 19411Utiated Way
campaign.
Erb said the 1987 United- Way goal
was to raise S60.000 and the uruversity`
campaign raised S63,978. Of this
amount $101 9 was raised l.'s students.
The goal for 1988 has not yet been_sel.
but will be planned within a month. Erb
said.
Erb said sevall other events will, be
held this year to raise money for the
organization which donates to sarious
social services. He said fraternities.
sororities and other groups hold events
such as roadraces, trampoline a thons
and esen a "cow-drop' to help the
campaign.
Smith's day as president will start

Keetilleed 000

per 2)

•
with a kick-off breakfast at the president's home for. both Smith and the
president. Frechette said.
Smith said she wasn't sure just what
t he da!„ %tit 0,-1,11.isi of, but she hopes the
president takes good notes in all of her
classes.
Sinith Said she would
the administration her opinion on the recent '
reorganization plan developed by Lick
if she is asked
-Under the reorganization plan, the
departments of child deselopment and
education . will become one college
Smith said she does heliese the two maims should hase mans of the tame
classes hut doesn't see a need for the two
io he wined

3
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How Soon Is Now?
• At Dr.Records. the answer
• is TODAY!

HELP WANTED

•
-

1 Meat is Murder
lbe Queen is Dead—
:
The Smiths
.
4,
•
.
.
:
• Until now available only as costly import CD's; the titles:
listed above are now in stock at Dr.Records for our every-:
:day price -of 13.99

•

Dr. Records & Mr. Fix-it
20 Main St.,Orono. 866-7874
Open Thursday & Friday evenings 'til 8 pm

-DISHWASHERS- Flexible
hours, mostly nights;
Apply in persbn10
MARGARITAS,15 Mill street;
%%
•

OCB PRESENTS

ftlairkilleAV

/

•

•

in the Damn Yankee

•

i
•
•

•

*

•
•
•
•
•

•

••
•
•••
•••
•
veterans and survivors of Bumstock and Ball on the Mall•
•
•••
•••
•
••
•••
open to ALL AGES with cash bar in the •••
•
•
the indestructable lounge for elders!
•••
••

Friday, Feb. 26 from 8.5 to 1

.•
•
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lp Tammy Isethird
suer

I.

New' con% said the business is breaking even financially, but she believes it
is a success. Alexander agreed.
- Who are the people hurrying down
"We'd rather make money from the
dormitory hallway; in ars--cn surgical-. qtlantity of customers than from the
suits? Are they going to perform [Ace kit our products," she said.
surgery'rTheAtinialloctors may also be sell
Robin Newcomb and Sharon Alexing their products at UMainc. sporting
ander are the Campus M.D.'s. Munch
esents next fall.
Doctors. They are not in the dorms to
"I think there'd be a demand,"
perform surgery,they are there to rescue
Newcomb said. "There doesn't seern.to
students from "munchie attacks," or
be anything like that being sold."
sporadic snacking.
The pair said they have learned many
Miser cal7orics.
The t'atitpus
things in the past three months. They are
pepperoni rolls, and their own special
considering a number of changes for the
"Porker," air prepared in Alexander's
business, but they want input from their
kitchen, to students on the L 'fin ersity of
customers before any major changes are
Maine campus.
made, they said.
Newcomb and Alexander started their , "We have ideas, but we want to see
business in December to supplement
what the students want first,"
their families' incomes.
Newcomb said. "We don't deliver soda
Newcomb slid She was looking for a
or candy because they- can get that in the
was to pay for school when she and
dorms, but we're considering ice cream
Alexander came up with the idea over
and* few other thingt.'It all depends on
dinner one night
Malachi. Doctors RobialNlawcaadi and Shama Alexanderewe the Ulm* pimp
what people want."
Alexander had prepared her over's
of ['Maine students.
pepperoni rolls, they toyed with the idea
MAGAZINES • SODA • CANDY
ot starting the delivery sersice They
SUN BURY SUPER DRUS PERSONAL CARE • SUNTAN LOTION
thought it would be a-good way to help
PHOTO DEVELOPING SEASONAL-NEEDS
Prescription Savings Coupon
other ('Maine students. said Newcomb.
NOVELTIES COLD & FLU REMEDIES
521 Stillwater Ave
"9s e wanted a way to give students
U S POSTAL BOXES
We will HONOR all other Drug
Old Town, Maine
FULL TIME PROFESSIONAL PHARMACIST
good, home-cooked food at a fatr,tat
Store -Dollars Off" coupons
AUTHORIZED S&H GREEN STAMP
Bring this
an) honest price.** Newcomb said.
REDEMPTION CENTER
827-6341
The two women run their business out
FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY
of thcir home in Old Town.
"There's no problem with that
because we own a to-family housc."
Any
Newcomb said.
Any
Any
Any
•
Newcomb,- her' husband, and their
Purchase of
Purchase of
Purchase of
Purchase of
three daughters live in the lower half of
$5.00 to $9.00
$10.043 to $14.00
$15.1:4 to $19.013
$20.00 or More
1
the building‘and Alexander lives in the
S
Prescriptions Only
Proscriptions Only
Proscriptions Only
Proscriptions Only
upper half with her husband and two
In
Cannot
Used
Be
In
Cannot
Cannot
Be
Cannot
Used
Be
In
Be
Used
Used In
children.
Cornbsnation
Combination
Co1,b4nation
ComOtnatton
Both families support the business
•
With Otter Offers
With Other Offers
With Other Otters
With Other Otters
"Our husbands give us the most en
Expires May 20. 1988
Expires May 20. 1988
Explres May 20. 1988
Expires May 20. 1988
•
couragement.'•
Newcomb
said.
"Every time we start to get discouraged, something happens, and they're
always nght there by us. encouraging us
to keep trying "
She said the student response is eneiReoG rOull4 111110vir. BAG 10 TRE OVERFLOW."
couraging at well.
"We have a lot of regular
customers." she said. "It's fun to sec
some of the same students. You get to
meet a lot of people. Sometimes I esen
see them in class."
Alexander takes the orders by phone,
and New-comb- riekvers them. •
"You get to know who the regular
customers are," Alesander said "I
usually know them by soict when they
call in an order."
Newcomb said one of the things that
irom Ilam to I:30pm weekdays'
keeps the customers calling is the speed
of delivery.
•
Ml ii ••• • r
"We're very fast," she said. "We
can usually get there Within 1 4
minutes."

having a tard time
fisdisg a place to eat luck is the Union?

OVERFLOW
IN HAUCK LOBBY

Attention Veterans

Take your heart
to court.
•

- Exercise serves you fighl-

•
•
•
•

Accordingly, the following times and places have been
__arranged for your convenience starting on February 29
and ending on March 4.

- •
•
•
.•
•

Orono Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Veterans Affairs Office, Wingate Hall

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

V.A. regulations require that you verify
enrollment status on a periodic basis.

•
g-2Arnswicon Heart
Nr Association
WERE riGoriNG FOR
'CUR LIFE

Bangor Campus
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Bookstore
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win
determined
to
skater
Olympic
CALGARY. Alberta (AP) — Debi
Thomas has spent the last year training
like crazy to beat Katarina Win at the
Winter Olympics and studying German
so she can say a few things to her when
she does.
So how do you say "Eat my

.skates." in German, anyway?
Because Debra Janine Thomas knows
she's going to win. Ever since losing her
tio the charismatic Kati at last year's
Championships. Thomas has
been hungry for victory. It's going to
,nips* with (he
taste like an extra-laro

trord

come down to who's soma to be mentalls tougher, who's going to hold
togethet "
If so. put the money on Thomas, who
at the tender age of 20 could write a hook on mental toughness. This is
woman who became world champion
while studsing medical microbiology,
who skated through last sear on a pair
of legs throbbing with tendinitis and
who described herself on her Stanford
application with one word: "Insinci_

works to a starving college student
"I won't base to worry about ms
stamina or my technique." said
Thomas.a.Stanford University student
who tomes a pretty mean pizza dough
herself- When she's not making
mincetweat of competitor. "It will

The Deg)
=mem

Some th
I'm going
the Olymi
wish prok
line. This
and,a ms;
hockey.

While ot
treat U.S.
son terribl

. I have tt
ed sports
*ernes. W
cross coin

W

Thc future woman of steel•grevi up in
San Jose. Calif.. and began skating at
_ fist warsof _age after fallingushse
all of br Cc
les' Frwk
'& Frack. a comedy duo who appealed
to her budding sense of the silly.
,

Skating meant sacrifice, as it does for
amone who can't really afford the
a year price tag of proper train.
ing and equipment Thomas lea•rned to
sew her own skating , dresses and
sometimes went withoUt lessons for a
few months to help out mother Janice
Thomas. who taisettiver'aleste after
divorcing her father in )974
Her mother showed her what success
was about. The daughter of a
seterinarian, Janice Thomas grew up in
i he Kansas of 40 years ago She knew
what it was like to go to segregated
schools, to eat at all-black restaurants
and to be dented access to the town's on
ly roller skating rink...
Now a senior computet program
analyst in California's Silicon Valley.
she watched Debt grow up without es er
real diserunirustion;even In
the It4 -whit *odd of world-class figure
skating.
That's why Debi Thomas nes er
wanted to he the first black champion
She just ,wanted to he the champion.
period.
"Debi comes from scseral generations
-ofIvo* wilso refuse-to-tin-tit in-black
and white terms.'" her mother has
said.
- They think instead in terms . of
challenge and achievement In the years
. that Thomas went from sixth to first in "
the national championships, she olso
was accepted at Hairs aid, Princeton and .Stanford.
,
, 1A year later, in last year, the long
l hours of training and prcT med audit... at
Stanford. took their toll. Os eresertion
-lefiher calves lumpi4'Swollen,' half
her time was spent on the ice, the other
halt with ice on her legs. She ame
-second to Jill Trenary at the Nationals
last s car, hen esççu'edlice triple jumps
at the tWolikti, only to be otnskated by
Witt.
That did t,t. With Calgary in sight.
Thomas took a leave from Stanford and
spent the year at Colorado Springs,
('olo.. with Alex McGowan, her coach
for 10 years, training stx„hours a day and
taking classes in sports medicine,
athletic training and German with what
time she had left
"I've made a • lot of progress."
homis said, and then proved it by winning the national championship last
month
I .s figure skater Debi Thomas betan her quest for Oltmpic gold Vi,ednesda, morning

-

A
-

•
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Things nobody cares about

Roger Brown

in
he menlo hold

some things nobody cares about but
I'm going to write anyway: Watching
the Olympic hockey team makes me
wish professional hockey had no center
line. This produces a fast paced game
and,. much more exciting brand of
hockey.
Whik on the subject, didn't the press
treat U.S. Olympic(oach Dave Peter
son terribly throughout the Olympics.

31.1s. who

J write 1 -his is the •
hampion
vbsology,
on a pair
pills anti •
Stanford

, I have to question some of the so called sports that are entered in the winter
garnet= Who ever thought of combining
cross country skiing with rifling?

The University of.Maine men's hoop
team made Tuesday night's victory over
Boston University look easy. I hope
their recenj success continues.
There's no way anyone can convince
me that the National League•West isn't
going to be the toughest division in
baseball this year. The division has three
legitimate pennant contenders in Cincinatti. San Francisco and Los Angeles.
It's about time the American League
did away with the designated hitter.
I hate to say it for fear of jinxing
them, but barring injuries the Red Sox
should be in the thick of things come
September.

WHEN LOVE MEANS NOTHING...

two-yearscholarships wodt
make college easier.

appealed

REDUCED STUDENT RATES:
MON-FRI 12-3 p.m
ONLY $7.00/hr. per court
BANGOR TENNIS & RECREATION CLUB
942-4836
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS
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Justeasiertopayfor.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along v. ith up to $1,000
a year. (,et all the facts.
Deadline for three-year applications
is March 4th
Call Major Skaggs at 581-1125

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TR•\INI:SIC.CORP
_

NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION
N•tv Student Orientation Ott4ce • Center for Student Services
• Memorial Union • Orono Maine 04469 • 12o7 581 1829

6 Central St. Downtown Bangor

Thursday Nights Are
Back!
Every Thursday Night Is
Live Band Nite

at 2002
Hours
Thurs 6 p m -12:30 a m
Fri 8 p m.-4:0O a m
Sat 8 p m -4:00 a m
Fri • Sat Happy
HOW 8-9.00 D in
Reduced

the long
studies at
Csellion
•ilen: half
the other
came
Nationals
pleiumps
skated by

in sight,.
nford and
Springs.
her coach
a day and
medicine,
with what

Lakers, but if you're looking for a longshot, watch out for Houston.
Remenfber, this is the club • that
knocked off L.A. in '86 and with Sleepy
Floyd they could be wortti a second
look.
MY pick for Rookie of the year is the
Knicks Mark Jackson.
If I had to select the final four right
- go with Purdue. Noah
Carolina; Duke and Syracuse. But I'm
sure Jimmy B. will find away for his
team to lose.
Early predictions for the upcoming
baseball season: AL. East-Boston,
.AL.. West-Oakland, N.L. East-New
York, N.L. West-Los Angers.
I know of at least one person not in
the George Hale fan club that will agree
with my A.L. West selection.
It will be nice to have Eric Weinrich
playing hockey for the University of
Maine again.

Ourthree-year and

.fCmw up in
.katihg at
i.hse with.

t does for
'ford the
per traincaned to
sses and
'ins for a
ler Janke
DITC after

If the I conard-Hagler rematch talk is
serious, the fight will never live up to the
hype and won't be half as good as the
first battle between the two.
In case you haven't picked up a paper
lately, the Boston Bruins are surprisingly
stilt battling Montreal for the top spot
in the Adams Division.
If their Odense continues to play well,
they could be the team to watch in the
playoffs.
Speaking of hockey, I can't believe
that the Stanley Cup isn't carried by oneof the major networks. At least in the
teams home viewing area.
The Celtics front office produced
Another minor miracle when it traded
for Jim Faxon, but they still need some
help before the playoffs. With the
-:-trading deadline near, the best they can
hope for is the return of Bill Walton.
Regardless, I still see them in the
finals again this year.
Who will they play? Probably the

ANNOUNCING NEW STUDENT
ORIENTATION
LEADER POSITIONS
Students interested In participating in
an exiting opportunity to develop leadership and communication skills and excellent placement references while serving
as a representative of the University for
new students and families are encouraged to apply for a 1988 New Student Orientation Leader position. Salary for this position, which includes participation in both
summer and fall Orientation programs, is
$1,000.00 plus room/board and meals during the program. Dates for the programs
(includes training sessrons):

Appearing this
Thursday

See the most

FIRST
CLASS

Live DJs every Friday and Saturday
Save $1.00 on cover with your Maine Student ID
Dress code required

For more information and application forms,
contact New Student Programs, Center for
Student Services, Memorial Union,
581-1 826. Application Deadline
Monday. March 21;1988
at 4 30 p.m.
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Intramural hoop league winds down
bf NB Tower

sqiiad by the score of 45-22. The York
ship. After suffering an 80-79 loss earlier
Peppermint Patties, after defeating the
this week, the Brown Stan came back
talented Oak Hall Limo Driven, will. to defeat the Maul Dogs enabling a seThe extremely competetive intramural
face Delta Tau Delta to determine who
cond confrontation with the Pine Trees.
basketball league is in its final stages,
will play the independent champion for
In the Independent "B" Division, Phi
with most of the divisional winners
the campus championship.
1. Pack Attack& will go up against the Slipalready tieing decided.
The undefeated Mad Hackers from
eery Nipples for the championship title.
Sigma .Chi upset top seeded and
Penobscot Hall rolled over the Jammers
After being trounced by Overstacked
undefeated Phi Kappa Sigma in the seof Aroostook, 87-60, tO take the Dorearlier' this year. the Slippery Nipples
cond round of the playoffs and then
mitory "A" title. They will now have to
came back and beat the previously.
went on to defeat Sigma Phi Epsilon. 74
compete against Sigma Chi to decide
undefeated team,(after four overtimes).
to 6.1, for the Fraternity "A"
who will play the Independent
by a score of 82-77.
Championship.
Champion.
The undefeated Better Late Than
In the Fraternity "B" Division, Sigma
The Brown Stars are in a "must win"
Never women's"A" league team prosChi's entry did not live up to their
situation, as they have to win two games
ed to be too much for defending chamreputation, as they dropped their conagainst the Pine Trees irtVey are going
pions, Diablos, as they coasted to a
test to a dominant Delta Tau Delta
to take the Independent "A"champion57-47 win. w
phimu•phimuephimu•phimusiphimu•phimu•phimu•phimu•phifi
The "B" league competition is still
going on as Broad Squad will face the
-Bumblebees and the Aroosticrats are
Fo.'a!t

r

THINK PINK

High court rules against
stt

"PRETTY IN PINK"

•

TONIGHT

•
3

E
i
-.5:30 p.m., Phi Mu Room, Knox Hall.1
=

E

!
. Dress Pink, Eat Pink, and
Watch Pink
?
.E
ci

=

c
.17i
i daluittiel.ntuttithnuittithnuittithntuitid•ntuNd.nuittid.nwl4

Dana Carvey
performance is
cancelled.
We have been unable to reschedule the Dana Carvey
(Church Lady) performance that was "snowed out" on
February 4th. Dana's schedule is too uncertain because pf
possible movie progcts.

YOU MUST RETURN YOUR TICKETS
•
TO US TO GET A REFUND!
If you hold tickets for the cancelled performance, you
_ must return them to the Maine Center for the Arts Box
Office before March 4,1988, to get a refund. You may
bring them in person or you may Mail them to: Box Office,
Maine Center for the Arts, University of-Maine,Orono, ME
04469.
A refund check will be issued by the University within
-10business days ifyou paid for your tickets by cash of
check. If you paid by credit card, a credit will be issued
when we receive your tickets. Cash refundS are not
possibIe.
If you have any questions, please call the Box Office at
581-1755, or the Administrative Office at 581-1805. Thank
you very much.

MAINECENTER*
FOR THE
ARTS
University of Maine,Orono, ME 04469 (207)581-1805

pitted against the Rutgers and Maulers
in semi-final action.
In indoor soccer action, playoffs will*
begin Thursday with five teams poserstug undefeated records. Sigma Chi. the
Spuds from York Hall. the Communists
from Hancock, the Squatters from_
Somerset, and Andy's Army from Han- '
cock all have 3-0 records going into the
PtaYoffs•
One Boum Volleyball is coming to an
end. Team Players II will go against'
Cumberland 3rd for the championship
in the "A" league, while the Kennebec
Koo will battle the -USA-1 team for
bragging rights in the "B" league
And once again, there was another
"Champ of the Week" in the, Fnday
night bowling competition. David
Dubois of Somerset Hall tea the
honors for the week of Feb. 19.

le_0011111b
't.

The Supreme Court sent a strong
message to the United States a few
weeks ago: surrogate motherhood is
nothing more than baby-selling and
the practice must stop
Mary Beth Whitehead Gould had
signed a contract gis ing the child she
was anific.ially insernaited with to
the father of the sperm and his wife_
But she later changed her mind and
fought to keep the child that was half
hers
After more than two years of law suits and extensive media coverage.
the high court decided against
V. hitehead Gould, but the court
stressed that they did not condone the
practice.
This message is one that our country must not take lightly. Surrogate
motherhood must be more closely examined by both infertile couples
wishing to have a child and women
wishing to sell then reproductive
capabilities.
Technological advances have made
conceiving a child possible for
wealthy, infertile couples, but these

technological advances must --be-- —
scrutinized_on an ethical basis.
• With all of the children in our
country without homes, how can one
Justify going . beyond the scope, of
nature Just to produce a child with
the gene, of at least one parent?
The answer seems to be that hav•
mg a child is considered more than.
lust raising the child and donating to -'
his or her life: Having a child seems
to have developed into a way for people to achieve immortality
Because we have become a society
of egomaniacs, it has become extremely important that the child we
rang be of our own flesh and blood.
What has happened to wanting a
chiki to give of oneself and to make
a difference in the life of another?
What has happened to living one'.
life for someone other than oneself?
Surrogate mothers are equally gull- ty of selfishness Using one's
reproductive capabilities to make
profit is highly unethical. Procreation
as one area of life that ought to be /
free of capitalism
Adoption should remain t
primary 'citation for ;uteri*
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APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR
INTERDORMITORY BOARD
1 VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
& /
REFRIGERATOR COORDINATOR
(both are paid positions)
Pick up applications at IDB office
Applications due on March 2nd
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Out of hoop prison

Dave Greely
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Finally, after three and a half
years, school is fun again
• The men's basketball team is not
onls winning, but it •• a fun team to
watch.
Coming to the University_ol Maine
from Cheserus High School, I was a
spoiled hoop fan.
In my first two years at ChesefUS.
the Stags won the State Class A
Championship. I was treated to the
likes of 6-9 Stanley Wright throwing
down six monsterous dunks against
Portland- High - Schoot isnA-Dan
Costigan toying with opposing
defenders before blowing by them for
layups.
I was also lucks enough to be
entertained by a youngster named
Jon Stosall. a 6-6 skywalker of an

athlete who went on to start at the
And then the N87-88 season
University of Pennsylvania where he
approached... • averaged_ 14_ paints and seven re- _.
Things, Were looking up.. TA_
bounds a game last year as a
Forester was bad. Coo Baty/Was.
sophomore (inchiding 15 in the colimproving and a transfer nanted Reglective faces of J.R. Reid and the
gie Banks was_getting people excited
North Carolina Tar Heels in the first
with his rumored leaping ability.
round . of the NCAA tournament)
- But all the optiMism quickly fadbefore transfering to Boston College
ed. A stress (*tire limited Banks'
where he is redshirting this season.
playing tinrio 20 minutes a game.
And the crowds were always wild,
Neither Feirester- nor Barry were par-bordering on and often falling over
ticularlY impressive and the early
the public decency fence.
season was marked by a loss to DiviAnd then I came here.
sion II Lowell- and an absolute throtIt was like a sentencing for a crime /tling at the hands of Michigan State
• I didn't commit, made worse by the
University. Besides Banks'-acrobatk
constant bragging of a friend w
jams, there was nothing worth
was watching i big-time Syracuse
watching
Univeriity squad slam and aii their
But then something changed-.
way to victory in front of,25,000 peoBanks was set free from his
ple in the Carrier I
• 20-minutes-pergame
bondage,
All I could say v. "Our hockey
Forester started burying three.
team is better than yours." which
pointers. Barry became a man on the
wasn't much a statement consider-boards and a walk-on sophomore
ing hockey doesn't exist at SU.
named Todd Hanson started playing

Veteran mai s r-leaguer
....II
no•
dies at 91
lin its

like he belonged on a Division I team.
And for the first time in my three and
a half .yeeai. sentence, they began to
play as a team.
After improving their record to 7-6
in the North Atlantic Conference
with a win over the University of Vermont Saturday, I suddenly heard the
creak of My prison door as it began
to open. Surely the Boston University Terriers, widta 12-2 NAC record.'
would slam it in my face Tuesday
night.
Not so. With their drubbing of the
..-Terriers in front of\a. raucous
Memorial Gym crowd. ;my door
swung open.
A few more wins and I'll be able
to step out.

()aye Greely ista journalism ,major
who is star' ring to recover from a
three and a half year funk.

'Conplai& Frustrations? -Let---na ltnowibOut—
Maybe it can make a difference. Write to The Daily ___
Akin, l:ampins. Suite 71., Lord Hall.
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Arthur O'Farrell. Who pla
Major league baseball for 21 years • was the
1926 Most Valuable Play .died Satur
day. He was 91.
O'Farrell started is major-league
career for the Chi94o Cubs in .1915 at
16. After €atchmi4 for the Cubs for 10
years, he was ruled to the St I Outs
Cardinals
In the l26 season, O'Farrell's arm
was s
ed the best in baseball. That
sear
St. Lows Cardinals won the

World Series and he won the Most
Valuable Player award even though he
batted only
In the last out of the
last game of the series, he threw out
Babe Ruth, who was trying to steal second base.
O'Farrell was named manager of the
Cardinals in 1927. He was traded to the
New York Giants the next sear and
caught for them for five years. O'Farrell then became player-manager for the
Cincinnati Redlegs in 1934.
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Read -the sports pages of
The Daily Maine Campus fe
for the latest in
collegiate intramural action
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MI Mill Street, Orono, ME
866-4200
”di Unique Italian Restaurant"

Personalized Weight Training
,
for Men & Woman
Bodybuilding•Fitness•Sports

Beat the Winter Blahs on THURSDAY

NIGHTS
with our Lasagna Special
which includes:
one order of garlic bread,
our fresh garden salad,
and a generous portion
'of homemade Lasagna'.

_Ammo
Tanning Special

All'for $4.95!

Limited Time only-8 visits $20

This offer ends March 31st.
Cafeteria Style Lunches Sit Down Dinners
-

Shbw this ad and receive 15% off a 3 monlh
membership, plus one FREE visit to our Klafsun Tanning Bed.

Located At: 36 No. Main St.
Old Town, Maine
827-6176

Hours
Brunch

Lasches

Sat 9am 12prn

Twei.-Fri.: 10•1•-4pm

Sun 9nm Iprn

Set.: J2

Dinneis
Uri •Sat

Spas -trey%
•

Closed: Sunday Night and All Day Monday

For reservations, call: 866-4200
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ERE'S ONE COLLEGE MEMORY
WE'LL HELP YOU FORGET.

Leg
--for

If you're likea lotof_people, your longest-lasting memory_oftollegeis_
the student loan you're still. paying back. The Army has a solution, though:qualify,.
sign up witsus,and we'll sign offon your -Igan - Eath year you serve as asoldier, the Army will'reduce your college debt by 1/3
or $1,500, whichever amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your government
loan-could-becompletely-paid-off.-You're eligible for this programif you have a National Direct Student Loan,
or a Guaranteed Student'Loan,or a Federally insured Student Loan made aftei- October 1, 1975. The loan must-not be in default.
Get a clean late, by erasing your college debt.
ofthe Army's
. Take advantage
•
Loan Repayment Program. Yourlocal Recruiter can tell-you if you qualify.
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